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National studies of victimization
Victims and offenders: The Australian experience*
JOHN BRAITHWAITE
AND DAVID BILES
\'

The studies are divided into four sections.
In the first section, national studies of Finland, Australia, and the Netherlands are reported. The Australian and Dutch studies
are explicitly comparative. Braithwaite and
Biles demonstrate that Hindelang's statement of the similarity of victims and offenders holds true for both counti.'!;\/J'hey
find that demographic factors such,...s 'Urbanization and age are important determinants of the probability of victimization
both in Australia and the United States.
Aromaa's review of violence in Finland
also demonstrates the importaece of urbanization and age diytnbutions as factors in
the increase of c~me. The stUdy is also interesting for its ~btailed analysis of the seriousness of viq~ent assaults.
The two Dutch studies add some new variables to the explanatory mix, In my comparative study, opportunity structure
appears as an important determinant of the
large difference in rates of household burglary in the United States and the Netherlands. Van Dijk and Steinmetz use a
sophisticated method (log-linear analysis)
to develop a model of vktimization that includes demographics, opportunity structure,
and risktaking behavior.
The second section of"the book reports victim surveys of particular locations. Gideon
Fishman details a study of personal and
property crimes in rich and poor neighborhoods of Haifa, Israel. The results of this
study are quite similar to those reported in
American studies. However, Manzanera's
study of victimization in Xalapa, Mexico,
reports results far different than those of
more developed countries. He finds rates
of robbery that are far higher even than
those of the United States and a large'number of corruption-related crimes. In Xalapa,
there is much reluctance to notify the police. Yet, even in this study, the impact of
victimization is similar to that in other
countries.
Gerd and Claudia Kirchoff review studies
of victimization in Germany including their
own study of a wide variety of sex offenses. They al$,r,Jdiscuss Schwind's study

of Gottingen, which includes a forward record check to police records and a reinterview of victims. The Kirchoffs also
describe Stephan and Villmow's study of
Emmendingen young adults that includes
both victimization and offense self-reports.
They find a striking similarity between victims and offenders and a positive relationship between social class and victimization.
Stephan in another study of Stuttgart includes both a psychological inventory and
a more detailed assessment of fear of crlme
than in the U.S. survey. The Kirchhoffs
also report on Schwind's study of Bochum.
Part of this study is reported at the end of
the second section. Schwind's study is
unique in its comparative detail. Police and
victim survey rates of crime are Compared
by geographic district in the city. Taken as
a whole, these studies indicate a very wide
difference in notification percentages in
different cities and even different districts
of the same city. Regardless of local variation, however, crime severity is the most
important determinant of notification.

can serve either as social indicators of a
problem of society or can point toward
specific policy changes. The U.S. surveys
have been fairly good social indicators but
very poor policy guides. In several countries, most notably, the Netherlands, victim
surveys have increasingly become policy
guides. The policy function of victim research as suggested by Waller, and demonstrated in some of the other stUdies, are
now being considered in the United States.

Comparative studies of many countries are
relatively rare in criminology. I hope this
book becomes one of many. Neither theOl:ies of crime nor the method used to exmJi~
ine them are so different in different
countries as to exclude comparison. Th~\~:,
studies presented here have shown thar-i:iptimization is not a random event: Age and
urbanization are consistently key factors in
victimization. The relationship between social class and Victimization, While generally negative in the U.S, survey (poor people
are more often victimized) is generally
positive
in the studies presented here. SevIn the third section, two more cities,'Moneral studies emphasized lifestyle as an imtreal and Amsterdam, are studied. Both
portant determinant of chance of
studies concentrate on serious crime and.
victimiZation. The reasons given for failure
use police records as a sample base. One
to ,notify the police are generally consistent
criticism of the National Crime Survey has
among the studies. Less severe crimes are
been its inability to assemble detailed inless likely to be reported. However, the
formation on particular forms of crime.
The use of police records as a cost-efficient pereent<l.ge of victimizations of which the
notified is not as consistent. All
sample base for studying crimes has recent- police
ly received much support. These ,~tudies by studies which considered the possibility of
long-term victimization impact, found it.
Smale and Baril give good evidence of the
Often the impact of the criminal justice
fruitfulness of this samplingframe. The
two use completely different data collection system was most enduring. In general,
While editing these studies, I found a great
techniques, structured questionnaires and
difference in detail but a remarkable overunstructured interviews, but they come to
f
all consistency.
virtually identical conclusions. The victim
is twice victimized, first by the criminal
Understanding of cri111e patterns., criminals, 1(
and then by tM criminal justice system. ,
and victims is only possible through com- ((
This is called "secondary victimization"
parison and experimentation. Thus far,
II
the German research and is reported in ~
most comparisons hav~ been made between
summary of research on rape victims in
individuals in a single nation. Experiments
lower Saxony which the Kirchoff's
have been correctly limited by concerns
described.
over violations of human rights. Compari"
son over time in !1 single society or comIn the final section, Irwin Waller examines
parison across societies have been rarely
the functions of victimization surveys and
used techniques. I hope this volume will
suggests reasons for their failures and few
serve as an example of the fruitfulness of
successes. He argues that victim surveys
comparative research.

To summarize, offenders involved in the
types of crimes of interest here are disproportionately male, young, urban residents,
black, of lower socioeconomic status, unemployed (and not in school), and unmarried. In our brief review of victim
characteristics above, and in earlier chapters, it was seen that victims disproportionately share these characteristics. (Hindelang
et aI. 1978:259)
The first national victimization survey conducted in Australia has produced results
that in many respects are similar to those
obtained in the United States. The findings
provide strong support for the proposition
'that victims and offenders share many
characteristics. If the Australian data can
be shown to confirm the American findings
of substantial similarities between victims
and offenders, a strong case can be made
for linking victimological studies with the
more traditional stUdies of offenders. The
similarities between the two groups may
also have profound implications for crime
prevention policies and practices.

1

This papcr sets out to show that what Hindelang et aI. found from their extensive review and analysis of the American
evidence is also substantially true in Aus'~i1'alia-the demographic profiles of crime
victims and of convicted criminals are
strikingly similar. To take the Hindelang et
aI. demographic characteristics in turn. official and self-report data tend to confirm
that Australian criminals are

are

displ'opOl~tiollately:
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• Male (Althuizen 1977; Biles 1977a:353,
I977b: 105, 1977c:83; Braithwaite
1977:26; Challihger 1977; Fielding 1977;
Mukherjee and Fitzgerald' 1978; Braithwaite 1980:223).
• Young (New South Wales l)epartment of
Corrective Services 1973; New South
Wales Bureau df Crime Statistics and Research 1974).
o Urban residents (New South Wales Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research
Dr. Braithwaite and Dr. Biles are currently at
the AUStralian Institute of Criminology, Woden,
Australia.
,Ii
*This paper was mad';;~ossible by the generous
assistance ahd cooperation given to the Aust~)l'
Iian Institute of Criminology by the stuff of the
Australiun Bureau of Statistics.
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1972a; Kraus 1973; New South Wales Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research
1974).

• Black (New South Wales Bureau of
Crime Statistics and Research 1972; Biles
1973; Criminal Law and Penal Methods
Reform Committee of South Australia
1973:202-4; New South Wales Department
of Corrective Services 1974; Eggleston
1976: 15-16).
• Of IOIVer socioeconomic status (Barber
1973; New South Wales Bureau of Crime
Statistics and Research 1974; Kraus 1975;
Smith 1975; Duns~!ln and Roberts 1977;
Braithwaite 1979),
• Unemployed (Braithwaite 1978; Kraus,
1978; South Australian Office of Crime
Statistics 1978, 1980a; Braithwaite 1980).
• And unmarried (Martin et aI. 1979;
South Australian Office of Crime Statistics
1980b).
Australia now has a National Crime Victims Survey conducted by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics (1979) which permits
consideration of whether these demographic characteristics are also typical of
crime victims. The national sample of
18,694 persons might seem small compared to American surveys, but the sampling fraction is higher given the relatively
small Australian population. In considering
the demographic characteristics of victims,
reference will also be made to local victim
surveys by Wilson and Brown (1973) and
Conga/ton and Najman (1974) on samples
of 1,096 and 619 respectively.

Methods In the National Crime
Victims Survey
Sample. D\vellings for inclusion in the
stratified multistage area sample were selected from all parts of Australia except the
NOJjlern Territory. rJral regions, and locations with a popUlation of less than 500
people. Of 10,500 dwelling sites originally
selected, 9,2OQ contained effective households, of which 8,414 prqvided data for
the survey. These households contained
18,694 persons <lIge 15. years lind over,
each of whom supplied some data. The remarkable householQ response rate of 91.5%
is only possible, of course, in a survey that
has the legal authority of the Bureau of
Statistics.

The crimes. Interview data were gathered
on all victimizations during the previous 12
months for 10 types of crime:
• Break and enter-Breaking into and entering a dwelling and then committing or
intending to commit a crime in that
dwelling.
• Motor vehicle tlzeji-Stealing or illegally
using a motor vehicle or using a motor vehicle without authorization.
• Theft-Stealing without threatening or
using violence or force to any person or
property.
• Fraud, forgery, false pretenses-All
types of fraud, forgery, uttering (circulating any fraudulent document or money),
falsification of records, false pretenses, and
all offenses involving false claims, deception, trickery, cheating, or breaches of
trust.
• Rape and attempted rape-All rape, attempted rape, and assault with intent to
rape. Only females were asked about rape
victimization.
• Robbery-Stealing which involves the
threat or use of actual violence or force to

a person or property.
• Assault-Unlawful attack by one person
upon another for the purpose of inflicting
bodily injury.
• Nuisance calls-Threats, abuses. indecent calls, and other nuisance calls by
telephone.
• Peeping-:-Only females were asked if
they had been spied upon by a "peeping
Tom."
• Indecent exposure-Only females wer~
asked if a male had "indecently exposed"
himself in front of them.
For all offenses except motor vehicle theft,
an attempt counts equally with an actual
offense. Thefts in connection with breaking
and entering are only included in "break
and enter."

Standard error. With a sample of such
magnitude, problems of statistical inference
loom less large than,,with most social selence data. Nevertheless, with less common
types of crime, marginals _can become quite
small. As a matter of policy. the Bureau of
Statistics will not make available raw data
on the number of actual victimizations of
each type within the sample. Instead, we '"
are provided with estimates weighted from
the sample for the number of victimizations
nationally. There can be no doubt that the
N(Jfiollal.stlldies
of victimization
1/
,., \,,~,
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Bureau's weighted national estimate is a
superior statistic to the raw figure. The
weighting procedure is such that raw figures from different geographic areas will
be mUltiplied by different weights depending on the proportion of the population of
the nation living in that area the response
rate.

While the weighting procedure provided a
superi"lir statistic, it does create some complexJty for the social scientist who might
be interested in calculating a conventioh~1
test of statistical significance. Tests of significance have not been calculated for each
comparison made in this paper. However, "
Table 1-1 provides the standard errors for
survey estimates. of the number of victimizations of each type.
'
As can be seen in Table 1-1, the survey estimate is that 146,500 break-and-enter victimizations occurred in Australia during
1975. The standard error on this estimate is
approximately 8.5%. This means that the
standard error is 8.5% of 146,500, (that is,
12,500). Discounting nonsampling errors,
there are therefore about two chances in
three thilt the true number of break and en"
ters in Australia during 1975 was between
134,000 and 159,000; and about 19
chances in 20 that it was between 121 ,500
and 17I,~90.

Adequacy of the data. Funding for criminal
justice research is miniscule in Australia
when compared to the United States. The
Australian Bureau of Statistics, whicb has
responsibiiityfur the census, is the only organization in Australia with the resources
and expertise to' conduct survey res'1!arch of
a standard comparable with the American,
work. The high res'podlse rate in the National((:rime Victims Survey and the level
of training alld experience of the interviewers could never have been achieved in a
university-based survey.
Even so, there were problems in this first
national survey which hopefully will be redressed next time around-problems that
the bureau simply had not foreseen. For
example, rape within marriage is an offense in some but not most Australian ju:
risdictions. Because there were no
instructions to· cover the contingency of re.ported rape within marriage, no one really
knows how this issue has been resolved by
interviewers in different jurisqictions. In
the next survey, if it is funded, greater effort will be devoted to injecting more detail
into the manual defining the terms used in
questions. Moreover, less importance will
be atta9hed to legally correct definiti~ns
and more to specifying categories of behavior that can be recorded reliably. lnter-
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1-1. Approximate standard error percent
for survey estimates of numbers
of victimizations In Australia, 1975

Crime

Estimated
number of
victimizations

Break and enter
146,500
Motor vehicle theft
62.700
Robbery with
violence
14.200
Theft
609.900
Fraud, forgeiy.
false pretenses
214,100
Rape, attempted
rape
7,800
NUisance calls
1,612,594
Peeping
127.892
Indecent exposure
26.366
Assault
191,500

Standard
error
percent
8.5
9.8
18.6
3.4
8.6
26.5
' 11.3
27.5
15.1
13.6

1-2. Victimization rates per 10(1,000
population age 15 and qver, by sex

Crime
Break and enter
Motor vehicle theft
Theft
Fraud, forgery,
fals!) pretenses
Rape and attempted
rape
"
Robbery with violence
As.sault
Nuisance calls
Peeping
Indecent exposure

Male

Female

2.851.9
1,265:80
8.854,8

715.3 .
262.1
5.909.4

4.145]

1,065.4

168.0

3.n5.4
10,516.9

186.4
173.6
847.9
28,170.7
3,045.4
627.9

national comparability will be fostered by
focusing on objective categories of harm.
For example, with assault, "injuries given
medical attention" or '~requiring hospitalization" are more useful categories for
comparative purposes than "grievous bodily
hann," "actual bodily harm," etc. N:~ver
theless, medical treatment might indicate a
more serious assault in a poor country than
in one where most people can afford a
doctor."
,I

"
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problem. A number of callback studies (SI<
dennan et al. 1967; Ennis 1967; U.S. Bureau of the Census 1970a, 1970b; LEAA .
1972) have shown that faulty memory is a '
problem with victim surveys, even though
Gottfredson and Hindelang (1977) found
that memory error ten1led to be random
rather than,systematically related to charac'teristics of the victim (such as age, race, .
education) (cf. Skogan't975). Viciim surveys have been criticized both for undercounting (Maltz 1975) and for
overcounting (Levine 1976). There is evidence that accuracy of recall of known victimizations declines as the gap in time
between interview and incident i11creases
(U.S. Bureau of the Census 1970a).

I

1-3. Victimization rates per 100,000 population aile 15 and over, by age

Crime

15-19

20-24

25-29

30-39

40-49

50-59

2,523.3
1,262.5
163.1
9,148.9

1,778.6
865.1
159.8
6,522.2

1.748:7 1.409.1
436.4
55.1
160.5
97.8
4,427.3 2.812.8

':":

Break and enter
Motor vehicle theft
Robbery with violence
Theft
Fraud, forgery,
false pretenses
Peeping
Indecent exposure
Rape, attempted rape
Nuisance calls
Assault

155.1
418.7
77.2
6,302.4

2,397.2 2.164.8
1,398.6
905.8
534.3
54.1
12,603.2 11,546.9

60 and
over

860.8
3,508.6 4,818.3 4,017.0 3,217.6 1,034.4
731.6
1,215.5
2,562.9..., 932.9 1.164.0 3,713.3 1.370.0
40.6
706.2 . 542.9
619.9
323.0
222.1
46.2
174.8
127.0
140.1
187.1
53.3
8,612.0 18,512.0 30,671.3 27,536.3 21.634.7 19.501.3 9,246.7
3,676.2
5,792.4 1,803.9. 3.205.0
759.9 1,702.7
178.0

Y
1-4. Victimization rates per 100,000 popu!atlon age 15 and over, by residence In State capital cities
versus other urban centers
.

r,

Hence, U.S. data, based as they are on 6. month recall periods, employs a method.'
ology superior to the SiEgle 12-monlh
recall o~ the Australiar:isurvey. Moreover,
because this first Australian survey is unbounded, the problem of forward telescoping is greater than in a bounded survey
which asks respondents whether. they havoC'
been a victim "since the. last interview." /'
LEAA has found that unbounded surveys
produce higher victimization rates than
bounded surveys, presumably because of
forward telescopin¢' (OECD 1976:26).

State
capital
cities

Other
tirban
centers

1,933.9
917.4
218.1
7,992.6

1,369.9
369.6
56.9
5.837.0

1,768.8
757.0
170.9
7,361.6

2,374.8
1,595.1
413.9
113.5 '-:..-\
23,586.8
2.726.0

3,090.1
1,419.8
87.4
48.4
9,509.3
1,287.9

2,584.2
1,543.8
318.3
94.5
19,465.6
2,305.0

Crime

Break anc! Imter
Motor vehicle theft
Robbery with violence
Theft
FraUd, forgery.
false pretenses"
Peeping
Indecent exposure
Rape, attempted rape
Nuisance: calls
Assault
\'

Total
Australia,

.7'::::"::-~;;"

Correlates of Victimization
Sex, According to the design of the research, only Women were eligible for rape,
ptlaping, and ifi,ueeent exposure victitniza-'
tion. Apart from these tmee, the only offense on which women repbrted a higher
level of victimization was nuisance calls.
Table 1-2 shows that men had higher victimization rates for break and enter (largely
because men were more likely to be nominated as head of the household), vehicle
theft, theft, fraud, forgery, false pretenses,
and assault. The other local surveys by
Wilson and Brown (1973) and Congalton
and Najman (1974) both confinn that in
aggregate men are more likely than Women
to be victims of crime.

Victim surveys that are designed for inter~
national comparability can facilitate more
meaningful comparisons than police statisAge. American data tend to show respontics· that are designed for domestic purposes dents around the 20-year age group having
only, but the level of comparability one
the highest victimization rate, with both
would like can never be achieved. Nor, for younger and older people having lower
that matter, can one do away with subculrates (e.g., Hindelang 1976:112). The aged
tural differences in typifications of ct"imes.
(over 60) have the lowest rate. Australian
between interviewers and responOents.
data tend to be consistent with this picture,
However, some basic methodological defiwith the 20-24 year olds having the highest
ciencies of the Australian survey can be re- rates on the majority of offenses, and the
medied simply by a more rigorous
over-60s the lowest (Table 1-3), Again,
approach.
Wilson and Brown (1973) and Congalton
and Najman (1974) support the association
The Australian reSearch is clearly inferior
of youth with victimization.
in the way it deals with the telescoping

1-5. Vlctlmlzatloo rates per 100,000 population
age 15 and over, by employment

Crime

II
i

'':.':' J

I.

Break and enter
Motor vehicle theft
Robbery with violence
Theft
Fraud, forgery,
false pretenses
Peeping
Indecent exposure
Rape, ~\lemptedrape
Nuisance calls
Assault

Not In (/
work force

:::?~~)

, Employed
full-time

Employed
part-lime

918.4
192.9
82.9
4,799.8

.,3,162.3
409.9
364.4
12.927.5

2,748.3
1,317.8
257;0
9,451.8

1,150.6
706,3
146.3
7,741.3

633.9
1,535.8
371.5
116.6
2,443.2
1,211.7,

2,864.7
11,395.0
321.8

4,384.4
1,389.6
286.0
72.0
1;7,834.7
3,?83.0

2,659.1
1,047,1
372.9
147.2
26.835.3
1,467.6

Urban residence. Data to compare strictly
urban versus rural residents are not availabie from any of the Australian surveys.
Nevertheless, there is Ii good approximation in the National Victims Survey comparison between State capitnl cities and the
rest of the population. "

..

Employed
UnemployEid

The'Stnte capitals are ,1111 large cities,
though the rest of thepopulatAon includes
three moder'l\cly large cities with populations of over 200,000. Moreover. it should
be remembered .that the v~Ptim survey excludes rural localities with populations low-

15,266:6
8,374.8

er than 500. Hence, the comparison in
Table 1-4 is not an urban-rural one but a
comparison between large cities and smaller cities and towns. In Table 1-4, for all
crime categories except fraud, forgery, and
false pretenses, the capital citle!; have high.
er reported victimization rates. A finding
that urban residence is a feature shared by
both criminals and victims is hardly of
great moment. If there are more criminals
in urban areas, then of course there should
be more victims in urbU'::lareas.

RaLe. Since Aborigin~ls constitute less
than 1%of the Australian popUlation, a
much larger sample would be required to
permit inferences conceming race .. Racial
dlfta were not collected in the Australian
survey.

Socioeconomic Stntus. Both Wilson and
Brown (1973) and Congalton and Najman
(19704) failed to confirm a negative relationship between socioeconomic status and
aggregate victimization rate in Australia.
Moreover. this is the picture from crosstabulations of National Crime Survey victimization rates by"education , occupation,
income of respondents, and household ill"
come (see particularly Braithwaite and
Biles 1980). In some iespects, higher socioeconomic status respondents have higher
victimization rates. Tertiary educated respondents are more likely to be victims of
nonviolent property crimes but I~ss likely
to be victims of assault. There is a consistent positive correlation bet,ween gross.
weekly income of household amI vehicle
.tbeft victimization. (possibly because
wealthy ho.useholds own more automobiles). There is a positive correlation
between family income ami automobile
theft victimization in the lJIl\ted States as
well (Gottfredson'(~t~. 1978:348).'
The Hindelang et ~r(I~:C,te that opens this
paper refers to dat<{v.ttlle violent crimes:
rape, robbery, assault, and larceny from
the person. In the Australian survey, the
last of th~se types of crime is not rep~
sented as a separate entity, and the first
two have an intolerably high standard error
for rnost purposes because of the smaller
sample and lower crime rate in Australia.
It is therefore quite possible that if adequate data were available, the Australian
and American data might converge to show
a positive correlation between victimization
and income for certain nonviolent property
offenses (particularly automobile theft) and
a negative correlation for certain violent offenses. In this respect, the Australian data
have a long way to go. "'.",

Unemployment, Despite the generally
equivocal nature of Australian findings on
socioeconomic status, the findings about
ullemployment specifically are supportive
of the Hi'ndelling et aI. assertion. The WIemployed have clearly higher rates of victimization for theft, break and enter"
peeping. and assault (Table 1-5). Most
striking is the difference with respect to assault, where the unemployed were more
than twice as likely to report victimization
than those in full time jobs and six {imes as
likely to have been assaulted than respondents not in the workforce br in part-time
jobs.

National studies of victimization
National stlldies oj victimiz(,Jrion
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The unemployed did have lower rates of '
victimization for automobile theft and nuisance calls, perhaps because they did not
own motor vehicles or telephones. They
are also less likely to report being victims
of fraud, forgery, andtfalse pretenses-an
expected finding because it is people in
business who generally report this kind of
crime. Standard error with respect to rob~
bery, indecent exposure, and rape is too
high for any statement' to be made about
:' the rates for these offenses among the
unemployed.
"

l

Marital status. Hindelang et al. conclude
that in the United States the unmarried are
more likely to be criminals and victims of
crime. The Australian data in Table 1-6 indicate that if the widowed are to be counted as unmarried, there are problems in
sustaining this proposition.

Probably because of their average age, the
widowed had the lowest victimization rates
in most crime categori(!s. If, however, one
were to treat the unmarried as those who
have never married plus those who are separated or divorced, it would be true to say
that unmarried people (excluding the wi, dowed) had ITI!lch higher victimization
" rates on most tyPes of crime. Congalton
and Najman's (1974) findings are completely consistent with those'of the national
survey on marital status.

\\

1-6. VictlmlzatlOI:l rates per 100,000 population age 15 end ove~. by marital status
Crime

Break and enter
Motor vehicle theft
Robbery with violence
Theft
Fraud, forgery,
false pretenses
Peeping
Indecent exposure
\ \Rape, attempted rape
l\1uisance calls
Assault

Never
married

Now
married

Widowed

1,368.0
000.5
337.2
8,598.6

1,661.4
n1.8
1t,?,9
7,088.9

1,966.8
72.6
115.0
3,752.7

6,162.3
1,4n.4
304.0
15,433.5

1,836.2
1,187.3
747.8
133.0
7,986.0
4,003.8

3,011.5
1,312.1
203.6
64.4
21,348.4
'904.0

338.9
2,989.0

5,436.6
6,542.5
480.4
323.9
69,206.8
22,109.3

1,...7. ~ Victimization rat" per 100,000 populatlO!!
age 15 and over, by residential mobility

Crime.
Break. and enter
Motor vehIcle theft
Robbery with violence
Th&ft '0
Fraud, forgery,
false pretenses
PeepIng "
Indecent exposure
Rape, attempted rape
Nulsan~ calls
Assault

Other possible correlates 0/ both crime and ity might be anothef characteristic shared
by both criminals and. victims.
victimization. There is a long history of research linking high residential mobility
There is evidence that migrants from nonwith involvement in delinquency (LongEnglish-speaking countries are underrepremoor and Young 1936; Sullenger 1936;
sented in Australian prison popUlations
Porterfield 1948; Reiss 1951;'Nye 1958;
(Francis ]975; FranciS and Cassel ]975;
Eaton and ,Polk 1961; Clinard 1964; Lun-,
Francis 1977). This mayor may not reflec:t
den 1964; S,b,!iw and McKay 1969). It is
a lower real crime rate among people who
assumed tha/if this is-,~cause residential mohave come to Australia from noncEnglishbilityd!sn!p'fu~thelivesof people, severing speaking countries. The problems of as- .~
the social bOJili'~t maintain order. Norsuming"differences in real crime rates from
mative order istfui:.~t*"£..f.9:lt.'ten families
imprisonment rates need hardly be repeated
moving from one C~l\~~unity to another ~
here. Nevertheless, Australian criminoloconstantly confront conflicting moral stangists are inclined to advance the argument
dard~;and adjust by playing the game of
that'nOQ;English-speaking migrants do in
life by ear instead of by clearly defined
fact have a lower crime rate because it is
rules. One of the more interesting findings
difficult for them to get into Australia unfrom the Australian surveY::,was that high ,
less 'they can demons~te that they do .not
residential mobility was also acharactcrishave criminal records and that they have
tic of victims. T2bleI-7 presents data on a
relatives or sponsors in AUstralia. Given
B1ire?u o! Statistic~composit? varia~l~ to
this speCUlation, iUs interesting that on all
ClasSIfy If!,Spond~ats' reSIdentIal mobilIty fiS offenses,except break and enter and vehicle
high, medium, or low, depending on how
theft,respondentsbom in a non-Englishlong she or he had lived at both current
speaking country reported higher victimizaand previous addresses. For all crimes extion rates than' those ern in Australia or
(~ept'indecent eXPQ~ure and nuisance calls, . other
English-speaking countries;
the respondents with !owesti'csidential mo:>
Another suggestive finding is that owners
bility were those who were least likely to
be Victims. Hence,h7gh residential mobilof firearms had higher victimization rates
LJ'
than nonowners for break and enter, motor
Q,
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53.1
1,093.3
54.0

Separated,
divorced

Residential mobility
Low
Medium
1,515.0
545.0
136.5
6,139.8

1,880.0
1,443.1
308.1
10,760.5

3,482.0
1,444.0
276.6
12,814.4

2,120.0

4,928.8
1,668.5
180.2
252.9
22,551.2
. 3,116.1

(0",3,487,3
3,979.7
915.8
132.1
16,424.4
3,597.5

1,162.~

250.1
65.5
20,186.5
2,013.7
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vehicle theft, theft, fraud, forgery, false
pretenses, and assault.
There is no systematic evidence that firearm owners are more likely than others to
commit crimes in Australia. Nevertheless,
if the AUstralian lobby against gun' control
is right with its slogan, "OutIaw1 m!,ns and
only oU$laws will have guns," tne~~
would expect some correlation. !I,
h
exploring further whether firearm ownr..rship is a distinguishing characteristicilf
both criminal&and victims of crime.

iw9l

A final area that merits fUrther investigation is the startli~g fin~ing from the Aus~
tralian survey that victims were more likely
to define themselves as having nervous and
mental health problt,:ms and to have visited
a "professional or other expert person for
nervous or mental problems" during the
previous 12 months (Biles et al. 1979).

Discussion
The data. reviewed here, combined with the'
different data sets reviewed by' Hindelang
et al. (1978), constitute a compelling case
for the proposition that offenders and victims have similar characteristics. FTOm that
simple proposition, the imagination can run
wild with· possible explanations. 'I'he dis-
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cussion here will be limited to three broad
types of interpretations that have Some
plausibility; Empirical work has not been
done that would permit a judgment as to
the validity of any of the interpretations:'
Yet there is an interesting phenomenon to
be explained, perhaps even a seminal finding that might establish. the.great rele~ance
of victimology to the directIOn of mamstream criminology. It is important to set
down alternative theories ~hatcould provide a framework for future empirical work
in .the area.
First, there is the provocative expla?a~ion
that victims are often themselves cnmmals.
Differential association with criminals
~ght lead to "an excess of definition~ .favorable to violation of law oyer defimtlOns
unfavorable to vioJ<!,!!ons of law" (Sutherland and CresseYi9'70:75). Perhaps, in addition that differential association might
produ~e "an excess of .exp~sures. t~ violation of law." If you mix WIth crlmmal!!;
they can teach you t~eir tricks, or use ~hem
on you-'.{)r both. ThiS coul? ~ why. VI.Ctims and criminals appear slml1ar. Victimizations and offenseS might be, in some
measure, part of the same social process.
With respect to violence, Singe~ (1979) has
expressed one of the many possible versions of how victimizations and offenses
could be part of the same social process:

years of their Iives.~t was f?und ~h~t haYing been a stab~jngor ~hootmg VICtl1!l was
the best of seve\ral pre,;hctors of self-~eport
ed involvement:1n violent crime: "The most
critical determinarii:\of having committe~ a
serious self-reported assault is being a VICtim of seriou& assault" (Singer 1979:10).
However when Singer switched from selfreports t; official. records of seriou~ Y.iolent
offenses, the correlation ,between victim
"and offender status continued to apply for
the adult years of the cohort but not for the
juvenile. years. Despite this last discourag- _
ing finding, the evidence as a whol~ i.s
consistent with the inference that VICtI~S
and criminals have similar demographic
characteristics because many victims are
criminals. For' future national victimization
surveys, consideration should be. given to
questions on, .the criminal involvement of
respondents.

A second explanation is ~h~t people with
victim/offender characteristIcs (young,
male, unemployed, unm?ITi.ed, ~tc.) ar?
more likely to spend their time m public.
space-in trains and buses rather than Private automobiles, streets and parks rather
than offices and homes, public bars rather
than private clubs. Most;cru,cial!y, the~ are
more likely to spend their tlm 7m pU.bhc
space in. the evening. when cnmes diSproportionately Occur. Sittin~ at hom~ watching television in the evemng, ?ne Isnot .
If violence is learned as a legitimate
likely to seize on an opportumty to commit
form of conduct, it appears not only in
a"criine haYe one's purse snatched, or be
the role of an offender as a winner, but
arrested' for a crime one did not commit.
in the important position of a loser as
This is the kind of explanation that Hinde.well. The schoolyard fight may leave
lang et al. (1978) found most attrac?ve .
only one of its combatants with a loss~
Moreover, Hindelang et al. emphaSize the
awaiting the chance to turn. th,e ~xp<:r
fact toat people with victim/offender chariences into a win and the VictimizatIOn
acteristics are people who spend a large
to another. ,~_, _'~ .
e~,C- propo~~Qn
".
f t..e!r-·-~!~e-h • t'
(",ith
~nnfntnHu ,_
Q~...... ~. :"'''''''~'''
....•J-~ -'-Th~;e is. some convincing evidence that
members. Especially with theft-related
crimes it is noMamiIy members who are
victims of Yiolent crime themselves have
considerable criminal involvementS. Jol)nmost likely to commit the crifl'~e (H.inde:
son et a!. (1973) followed up all victims of lang et a1. 1978:260-1): Sp<:ndmg,ttme m,
public space and spendmg lime ~~Ith nonfagunshot and stab wo~nd~ admitied to. the
mily members are obviously related.
City of Austin Hospital III Texas dunng
1968 and 1969. They found .that 75% of
One of the attractions qf the public space
tbe male Yictims had a criminal record, and
, interpretation is its capa~ity to exp!ain
54% had a jail record. In their Londo~ s.ur!:Zemingly inc:omprehenslble emplflc~1 findvey. Sparks eta!, (197~;1~2) found victims ings. Consid(!r the following perplexmg
of violent crime to be slgmficantly mor~o
finding: In the A!}!ltralian National S~rvey
likely than nonvictims to s~lf-report coma higher rate of victimization was "reported
mitting violent crimes. Sav~tz et a!.
.
on some offenses for respondents who re(1977:46), for It Philad(jphlacohort, ~Iso
ported haYing no religion. Irreverently, we
observed an 'assoCiation between offiCial reconstrued this as "perhaps a consequence
cords of having committed assaUlt and asof insufficient prayer!" (Braithwaite ~nd
sault'victimization. Singer (1979) followed
Biles 1980)'; .Interestingly though, WII~on
up a sample of567 of the Wolfgang et aI.
and Brown (1973:84:-5) found somethmg
(1972) cohort. ~espondent~ 'Yere asked
comparable ..Church attendance had a clear
whethcr they had bee,* a Ylctlm ?f a stabrelationship with victimization. Those who
bing or shootin~ at any time durmg the 26

never went to church were notablysusceptible to victimization. Wilson and Brown
were only half tongue-in-cheek when they
opted fora public space expl~nation: "Per,haps non-attenders are more likely to frequent hotels, theaters, and. other places of
entertainment, thus rendenng themselves
more open to victimization, whi~e churchgoers generally pursue a more clr.cumspect
existence, abstaining from the b~Isterous
nightlife and avoiding places of 111 repute!"
From the trivial to the sublime, Cohen and
Felson (1979) have had'remarkable success
in explaining variations in crime rates in
the United States between 1947 and 1974
by indicators of the proport~on ?f time people spent outside the home m different periods. The public space explanation does
give a preliminary impression of
parsimony.
A third and final type of interpretation .is.
that common victim/offender characteristics
are associated with certain behavior patterns and attitude sets that produce both offenses and victimization. Three
characteristics t.hat might be associated
with youth, maleness, being unemployed,
and being unmarried (and perhaps eyen being a heathen guntoter) are: propensity to
risktaking, propensity to violence, and alcohol consumption.
Risk ,taking: Perhaps young males are socialized more into risktaking, and perhaps
unmarried and unemployed people have.
lesS to lose through taking a risk. However, sinoi:Miller (1958) nrst argued that
"excitement" was one of the focal concerns
of delinquent subcuItures,the' evidence .to
support an association between propensity
to risktaking and delinquency has hardly
been overwhelming (9or~0.net al. 1963;.
'Sliorrand=Stroat6ecKT965;~Sherwin 1968;
Ball-Rokeach 1973; Cochrane 1974; Feather 1975:181-3). Nevertheless, it seems
sensible to keep this. explanatory option
open because of the extreme pl~usibi1i~y of
an association between propensity to rlsktaking and victimization. Surely people
who run risks by leaving their hou.ses un:
locked walking alone down dark mner city
allevs, 'or leaving keys in their automobiles
are 'inore IiIq~Jy to be victimized.

A nice feature Oaf the risktaking argument is
that it offers some explanation of the well
established phenomenon that fc~ of cri.me
is, if anything, ne~atively ~ssoclat~d. With
the,actual probabihty of bemg a victim of
crime (Skogan and Klecka 1977; Sparks et
al. 1977; Braithwaite et aI. 1979; Garafalo
1979; Mugford 1980). Ri~ktakers, .by definition are less afraid of flsks. So If people
beco~e victims of crime because they are
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risktakers, why should we be swprised to
find that victims of crime are less afraid of
crime?
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Braithwaite, John, and David Biles (1979)
"On being unemployed and being a victim of crime," Australiall Journal of Sociallssues 14: 192-200.
Braithwaite, J., and David Biles (1980)
"Overview of findings from the first
Australian national crime victims survey ," Austra/.ial! alld New Zealand J our-

Figure 1-1. Schema for an explanation of victim/offender aimllarity.

Propensity to violence: People with victim
loffender characteristics are more likely to
adopt violent role models. Young males
are more likely to identify with MuhamVictim/offender
mad Ali than are elderly females. Obviousccharacteristics
Iy, i.t is not dif~cult to postulate propensity
,,(youth, maleness,
to vIolence (be It based on attitudinal tolerunemployment, etc.)
ance of violence or adoption of violent role
models) as a factor leading to violent
crime. As far as victimization is concerned, we know that hostility (be it in the
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The time series
This report presents tables from three Finnish Surveys on victimization by violence. A
time series (1970, 1973, 1976) is gr.'idually
taking form. In the long run, a standard
statistical series of this type will most suitably be produced by the statisticsauthori*Kauko Aromua is senior researeh officer, Research Institute of Legal Policy, PL269. 00531,
Helsinki 53, Finlund.
'The countries nnd organizations that. pardcipatcd in .the Common Development Effort on indi. cators of physical safety (1976-79) were Finland
(the .Iead country), the United States. Canada,
the Netherlands, England, and the World Health
Organization (WHO).

10 National sf,Jldies of victimization

ties. The work on development, on the
other hand, is appropriate for a~pecialized
research institute. The victimization measure used in the studies reported here has,
accordingly, changed over time. The' 2year times pan covered by the original measure has been cut down to I year (12
months), and the survey sample has been
improved. (The field work was turned over
to anqther'survey organization, using a different sample design; see Siren 1980.)

In 1973 and 1976, the number of victimization incidents occurring during the 2year period was also asked:
How many different times have'such incidents happened to you during the past
2 years?
In addition to these basic questions, some
details of the victimization incidents were
asked, varying from survey to survey. Gallup~s standard background variables (age,
sex, occupation, type of commune*) could
be used in the analysis.

A fourth round of Gallup interviews,
scheduled for 1979, was not carried out.
The time series is thus broken off; but it
will be continued, slightly modified, in
The samples
1980; Late in 1980, the Central Statistical
The sanlples used by Gallup in the market
Office of Finland will conduct a large vic.surveys in question are designed to repretimization survey, planned in cooperation
2
with the Research Institute of Legal Policy, sent the resident Finnish"speaking population
age
15
or
over;
the
Swedish-spealdng
and knowledge of this contributed to the
province of Aland, with 0.5% of the entire
decision to cancel the 1979 round of suris not included in the samples.
population,
veys. The larg~ survey will cover some
10,000 respondents, and the questions con- The samples are stratified, being an application of the method suggested by Deming
cern victimization both by violent crimes
(1960). The commune samples are srratiand property crimes. In addition, the
OECD physical safety indicator items will died by province and the proportion of the
industrial population in the commUne. Elich
be included in the questionnaire.
commune of the country has a chance to be
included in the sample; this chance has n
" Instruments
The
been weighted with the size of the popula~
tion of the commune-areas with a large
All three Gallup surveys to be analyzed in
this report were conducted as parts of mar- popUlation thus have a higher probability
ket surveys by Gallup of Finland, Ltd. The of being included in the sample than areas
with few inhabitants. The sample of indifollowing question was asked each time:
viduals (see below) in each commune \vas
People often talk about crimes of vioselected· separately for each survey round
lence. On this card, some types of viofrom the population register. It is not likely
lence are described. Have you in the
that many persons are selected more than
past 2.year period been victim to one or once.
several of these kinds of acts performed
by apersOlryou-know otby astranger.~ Conducting the Interviews
(If more than one is mentioned, ask:)
Which of these incidents was the most
The interviews have been made in fourrecent one?
person clusters. The sample selected from
the population register provides the persons
Has
Most
who serve as starting points for collecting
happened recent
1\
the
four-person .cluster. The interview at0
Threatening
I
I
tempts are begun at the starting address;
Tried to prevent from
from here, the interviewer proceeds to the
moving, grabbed
2
2
Pushed, shoved
3
3
*Commune, as used throughout this paper, reSlapped, hit without
fers to the local authority area; it is a governleaving visible marks
4
4
mental unit. A .ruml commune is, in effect, a
Hit, resultl!1g in bruises
5
5
rural municipality. It is similar to the New EngWound or bruise caused
land Township and ~the Dutch Municipality denot requiring medical
scribed in the next paper in this volume. [Editor]
attention
6
6
<The dominant language of the bilingual country
Injury caused requiring
,Js Finnish, reported as their main .language by
medical attention
7
7
93% of the population in the last census. Of the.
Other (please specify)
8
8
remaining 7%, most are"able to speak Finnish,
Such events h'ave not
and the 'language criterion is therefore hardly a
occurred
0
0
serious limitation to thf5 representativeness of the
samples.
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